Re: AE Position in Atlanta lj)
Robert T Johnson to: Brandon Rowell
History:

07/28/2009 08:09 PM

This message has been replied to and forwa rded.

Thanks B....well said .
Brandon Rowell
----- Original Message ----From: Brandon Rowe ll
Sent : 07/28/2009 01:54 PM EDT
To: Jeff r ey Tri nkwon
Cc : Robert John son
Subject : AE Pos it ion in Atl a n ta
Jeff,
I know I floored you with my initial response to the opportunity you proposed. But, just so there's no
question about it, I've always wanted the AE job in Atlanta .
As you know, I'm handling some personal issues at home right now. But those should be cleared up in the
next few months.
I understand when you make a hire, or job change Metlife expects a commitment. As an example of my
level of commitment to you and this business, I've needed surgery on at least one of my knees for over a
year (my knee makes noise when I stand and sit, I have trouble going up and down stairs, and at times I
have trouble simply walking or standing- wh ich is why I have a bottle of Glucosamine in my office) .
I haven't had this surgery yet, because I wanted to establish myself in this market and with you . I'll most
likely wait until spring when the sales cycle is slow and weather is good, and then take the time I need to
get healthy.
I just want both of you to know that I am 100% committed . This opportunity came at a bad personal time,
but I will make sure that I give this job the time that it needs!
Thank you for you r patience!
Brandon Rowell
Client Executive
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company®
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Re: Role change [!1
Jeffrey G Trinkwon to: Brandon Rowell

-----------------------

0712712009 03:42PM

Should know here in about 2 weeks tops
Thanks for your committment!
Brandon Rowell
----- Original Message ----From: Brandon Rowell

Sent: 07/27/2009 03:30 PM EDT
To: Jeffrey Trin kwon
Subject: Role change

Jeff,
Considering the time of year, I'd really like to get started on calling brokers.
Do we have a set date where I will be able to take over broker assignments?
Thanks,
Brandon Rowell
Client Executive
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company®
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